
The “2 MN” Hats (2014 IPPS Final Rule)
¡ Hat #1:  Do they need to be placed in the hospital 

for care?

¡ Hat #2:  If so, do they have a clinical condition that 
you feel meets medical necessity (is “sick enough”) to 
merit an inpatient admission?  If yes à (think 
INPATIENT) …

¡ Hat #3:  Will the care transcend two midnights 
(inclusive of ED)?  If so, document why and order IP 
status.  If not, then … OBS

¡ Hat #4:  If observation, here on day 2, can they go 
home before passing the 2nd MN?  If not, WHY not?  
Document reason and if clinically pertinent, then IP 
status is merited.

https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/fact-sheet-two-midnight-rule-0



2022 Stars and MSSP ACO Measures



As a Physician Advisor, you …

¡ Will MOST LIKELY be doing IP/OBS status determination and be heavily involved in 
medical necessity education of providers, doing peer-to-peer discussions with plan 
Medical Directors, and may be involved with some appeals/denials work.

¡ MIGHT be involved with quality on the hospital side with readmissions, hospital 
associated infections, and/or patient satisfaction efforts of the system as you 
lead/participate in the Utilization Management committee efforts

¡ MIGHT be involved in looking at resource utilization (MSPB)
¡ MIGHT be involved with CDI and educating on DRG correctness to align your CMI 

with the clinical work you do
¡ MIGHT be involved with understanding/relaying info on the regulatory space and how 

that impacts providers/healthcare system
¡ And you MIGHT have to step into the ambulatory space in one/more areas above as 

well….



How do you become a PA?

¡ Get in touch with your Director of Case Management or the CMO of 
your healthcare system

¡ The UM Committee needs you…talk to the CMO of the Medical 
Staff/System and ask to be appointed to that group

¡ There is no “school”, so much of this is OTJ.

¡ American College of Physician Advisors (ACPA) – all physician advisors or 
the American Case Management Association (ACMA) – nurses with a 
physician advisor arm

¡ Connect with me and I can direct you as well


